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â€œSometimes, the perfect person for you is that whom you least expected it to be.â€•

~UnknownLife events have a way of forming your beliefs even when you didnâ€™t notice. Kat has

had her share of events in life that only strengthened her disdain for one particular groupâ€¦Cops!

Despite any attempt in changing her views, she stands firm or does she? After tragedy strikes is an

unsuspecting individual able to change her mind? Will she be able to withstand all that is entailed or

has she finally met her match? Vic Ritters is not your typical New York Police Officer, and you

definitely wouldnâ€™t find him behind a desk. Recent events within the city have brought up many

questions without any answers. However, what he didnâ€™t question, was the gut feeling he had

about the infamous woman who never gave him the time of day. Will Vic find the answers to the

many questions that have now surfaced? Will he be able to win over the one that he just canâ€™t let

get away? Find the answers to these questions and much more inâ€¦10-99: Line of Duty Series Prior
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I did not think a second installment could be better than the first but this story was awesome. I mean

I love me some Vic and I am sure there are multitudes of men (and women) in blue who have the

same moral code. I love how this author takes a current issue and presents it from all sides. I am a

big proponent that you cannot judge any group of people based on the action of a few and if people

would get out of their own way / ear, they would be more understanding of someone's opposing

position. Hate / racism is a product of fear which leads to anger, intolerance, prejudging others and

lack of patience. Bravo to this author for doing such a great job.

This book was so good Xyla always know how to bring current events into her books to make good

stories.Kat is a nurse who is against cops because her father was killed in cold blood by cops. She

is torn in between what she should do and what she wants to go. But when she meets Vic

everything that she stands for changes.Vic is a good cop who has taken a stand to help change the

community and improve cop and community relationships. When he meets Kat he knows it's go into

be a challenge because of what she's been through. But when his blue brothers are in the wrong he

starts to evaluate his standings in the force and what he should do.

Not liking someone because of their occupation is ignorance, just like if you dislike a person

because the color of their skin. We don't always have a choice in the matter, and sometimes they

just deal with the cards they were dealt. That what this book was about. You judging before you

know the person behind the uniform or the person inside the skin color, if you get to know the

individuals you might like just like them. Well maybe that was just Vic and Kat's case. He was in

love with her way before she considered going out with him, but once she opened her mind to a real

chance at love she was all in.

I had not thought of how Black Lives Matters from the majority's perspective. I was educated on how

whites may think on that subject. Kat had to dig deep to over come her prejudice of policemen. She

learned through Vics patience that he was an individual man and she should not lump all policemen

in one bad group just like she would not appreciate all Blacks being painted with one broad negative

brush. Her ever developing love for Vic helped her to see that and open her heart to Vic. Her

brother's accepting and evolving in his own thinking and accepting Vic was a contributing factor as

well.

Victor is a true alpha that loves hard. He knows what he wants and it was Kat. He inches his way



into Kat's heart and soul. However, Vic and Kat have some baggage to overcome. Kat was a hard

shell to break, Vic did. I love how the couple overcome their obstacles and love conquers them.

Victor and Kat have magical chemistry between them. I love how Ms. Turner integrates today's

issues into this book.

Kat was the best. Again, I swear I know women like her. This one was clearly ripped from the

headlines and I enjoyed the romance against the backdrop of #BLM. The stuff on privilege, power,

and identity was unexpected but also worked with these two characters. Again, more character

development would be nice (i.e., seeing a character move from X to Y) but Kat and Vic were so

relatable I didn't care.

Wish I came give it more than 5 stars. It was amazing. It dealt with stuff going on right now. In spite

of differences, they fell for each other. Vic is such an alpha guy. He knew what he wanted and didn't

let anything stop him. Can't wait to see whose story is next. Xyla, you did your thing.

I like the Line of Duty Series. Both books have great storylines that are currently going on in real

time. They author help readers look at the views of both people of color and law enforcement.

Meanwhile the books are loaded with well developed characters and hot sexy scenes!
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